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INTRODUCTION TO INNOVATION
Many organizations are adopting measures

to strengthen their ability to innovate. Such
companies are creating a dependable operating
system for innovation, an important indicator of
corporate sustainability. Innovation management is
a combination of the management of innovation
process, and change management. It refers both to
product, business process and organizational
innovation. Innovation process can either be pushed
or pulled through development.

Recent changes in society the management
innovation is required. So the new technology is
needed to track and manage inventory, assets,
people etc. For this reason there is an existence of
RFID.

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification)

WHY RFID:
Wireless sensor networks have the potential

to provide remote monitoring capabilities that can
benefit applications such as industrial control,
environmental monitoring and defense.

Radio Frequency Identification is one of the
most exciting technologies that revolutionize the
working practices by increasing efficiencies and
improving profitability.

It is often presented as a replacement for
today’s barcodes but the technologies has much
greater possibilities, such as individual serial
numbers for each item and the possibility to read
these numbers at a distance of several meters.

INTRODUCTION:
RFID is an Automatic Data Capture

technology that uses radio frequency waves to read
a movable item to identify, categorize and track. It
is fast, reliable and does not require physical line of
sight or contact between reader/scanner and the
RFID tagged item.

RFID comes in several
technologies. Each technology has its own
application however in some applications there can
be a crossover of these technologies.

Examples of uses of the technologies

 Companion animals, Livestock and Access
control (low frequency)

 Used in Security, Access & Payment Systems
(High frequency)

 Used in supply chain, asset management,
Mining, Retail and Livestock (Ultra high
frequency)

 Used in Manufacturing and Long Range

IDENTIFICATION

 Assign IDs to objects
 Link the ID to additional information about the

object.
 Link the ID to complementary info
 Find similar objects

Examples of identification:

 Bar codes
 License plates
 Social security numbers
 Student ID
 Serial numbers
 Car keys
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 Database keys

How does RFID WORK?
3 components

 Transceiver-Tag reader
 Transponder-RFID tag
 Antenna

RFID TAGS
Tags can be attached to almost anything:

 Vehicles
 Company assets or personnel
 Items such as apparel, Luggage, Laundry
 People, livestock or Pets
 Pallets or cases of product
 High value electronics such as a computers,

TV’s, camcorders
Usage of Tags

 Tags can be read only or read write
 Tag memory can be factory or field programmed

and optionally permanently locked(security)
 Data written to the tag left unlocked, can be

modified over more than 1,00,000 times,
allowing the tag to be reused or updated

TYPES OF RFID TAGS

 Active tag
 Passive tag

RFID system selection basics
How do we select a technology:

 How far do we want to read?
 How fast do we need the data?
 How much data do we need to store on RFID

tag?
 Do we need to have a specific data on the tag (

write to the tag)
 How many?
 Attached to and surrounded by what?

ADVANTAGES OF RFID SYSTEMS

 Ability to read data from moving objects
 Ability to read data without visual access
 Ability to read data at distance, from 3cm to 100

metres
 Ability to secure the tag data
 Ability to update data in the ta (write

 Ability to have automated read of tags
 Ability to have the tag from to suit the

application

DISADVANTAGES OF RFID

 RFID systems are often more expensive than
Barcode systems

 RFID technology is harder to understand, can be
less reliable

 RFID tags are usually longer than barcode labels
 Tags are application specific. no one tags fit all

APPLICATIONS
I -RFID IN SMART GROCERY STORE

 Nowadays every item in the store already has a
barcode. We are not using of RFID tag. Several
carts full in early evening could seriously slow
down the checkout process due to usage of
barcodes in store.

 To remove this late checkout process every
supermarket or grocery store can follow RFID
tags to all items in the grocery. As the cart leaves
the store, it passes through an RFID transceiver,
the cart move in seconds

II-RFID IN PRODUCTION PROCESS&
BUSINESS

Why General Managers should care about RFID

1. Improved productivity and cost avoidance:
checkout becomes a faster process as stacks of
books can be checked out with one scan of a
reader without opening or handling the books.

2. Reduce rework: As RFID scanning has a
greater first time pass accuracy this reduces the
number of errors that are generated and retries
needed.

3. Reduce business risk and control of assets:
RFID tagging enabled better audit and asset
control. The ability to track and trace items
better means assets can be located more easily.
Regulatory compliance can be achieved more
effectively.

4. Improved utilization of resource: Information
obtained by RFID scanning can be used to
improve planning. Processes can be improved,
time can be saved and assets can be utilized
better.
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5. Increase revenues: By eliminating uncertainty
companies will suffer less “out of stock”
situations and obtain greater item availability,
reducing lost sales and increasing choice leading
to increase in revenues.

III-RFID IN BUS TRACKING SYSTEM
If two decades ago, people asked what a

barcode is, today it is no surprise for people to ask
about RFID. Just like barcodes changed the very
concept of security yesterday, RFID is influencing
lives at home, at school, at institutes, and myriad
industry segments today.

Schools have started using RFID bus
tracking system and RFID school attendance system
to ensure the child safety.

Why use of RFID tracking system in schools?
According to a survey conducted in the

metro cities of India, it has been found that parents
highly bother about their children when they are out
of home for school, the key reason being increasing
crime statistics. They prefer getting notifications
and alerts on the whereabouts of their children and
their safety in school. RFID tracking system is the
ultimate solution; parents are ready to pay a
premium against the notifications received related
to safety of their children. Schools exploiting this
technology enjoy ease in managing information and
data and enhancing security efficiencies.

Ease of set up
With numerous schools gradually

incorporating smart schooling technology into the
education system and infrastructure, exploitation of
RFID tracking system is gaining momentum by the
day. It is an integral feature of smart schools.

Chipping of RFID technology in the
students clothing, backpacks, and ID cards is
widespread in many a school across India and the
world. Keeping tabs on students within the campus
and while on the move in school vehicles happens
with a click. Besides, it helps tracking attendance of
students and preventing unauthorized entrance.

Features of school bus tracking system:

 Real time tracking
 Notifications
 Accurate & efficient reports
 Simple, clutter free interface

Real time tracking

 Lets parents know the location of the bus in real
time with the help of GPS satellites

 It helps them know if bad weather, traffic jam
pr some unexpected event has caused any delay.

 Parents also get to know pickup and drop
information real time.

Notifications:
1. Parents can choose to get notified by SMS,

Android push notification or IOS push
notifications.

2. They will be notified in short, parents stay
aware of the whereabouts of their children.

 When there are bus delays
 If there child gets in the wrong route.
 In case of emergencies
 Unscheduled stops

Accurate & efficient reports
The software can generate report that includes:

 Information on travel distance
 Travel history
 Travel speed
 Stops, etc

Simple, culture free interface:

 Having so many good features will be useless if
the interface is difficult to comprehend and use

 The school bus tracker has a simple interface
with six menu options

 These options show running vehicles, available
vehicles, pickups assigned, pickups unassigned,
off duty drivers and an option for other
vehicles.

Benefits of school bus tracking system

 Plan, schedule and route your school bus fleet
with efficiency.

 Parents and school authorities are aware of the
students whereabouts, providing extra safety

 RFID student tracking system is more efficient
and easier to use than typical bar codes

 Times saving when compared to managing
manually have a clear picture of worker hours

 Cost savings by optimizing. Reducing the need
for even one bus can save you a lot

 The attractive features and benefits of the
school bus tracking software is sure to
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revolutionize the management of your school
bus fleet.

 Enhance the reputation of your school by
adopting this efficient and feature rich software.

IV-RFID IN HEALTH CARE
The healthcare industry has undergone a

wide range of regulatory changes, patient safety
challenges to improve identifying patients,
medications and procedures. For successful
implementation of any such tracking strategy, real
time data and item visibility is imperative, which is
where Radio Frequency Identification or RFID
comes in.

Problem Area:

 Costly medical equipment is lost, misplaced or
stolen

 Security
 Waste of time in search of equipment
 Inventory is larger than necessary
 Maintenance is hampered by unknown location

Benefits for using RFID:

 Real time tracking of expensive and critical
instruments and also can be located very easily
at the time of emergencies.

 Time saving
 Pro active alert in case of theft
 Asset visibility i.e efficient & accurate

inventory system
 Easy maintenance & access of the medical

records

Problem area:

 Wrong patient identification
 Retained surgical items, sponges
 Detection is difficult
 Manual counts
 Waste of time
 Liability, cms reimbursement rules

Benefits for using RFID:

 Easy conformation of the right patient &
performance of correct procedure

 Safe operation theatre & more efficient
 Significance reduction of cost & risk of

litigation resulting from surgery mistakes
 Time saving

V- RFID IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Benefits of RFID application for better

inventory control

 Update inventory quantities
 Track inventory visibility
 Reduce out of stock
 Reduce holding of obsolete inventory
 Lower safety stocks

In product shrinkage

 Constantly issue, especially for the high volume
products

 Able to control the movement of goods
 Improve security
 Prevent theft

In cost reduction:

RFID automated data capture

 Cut down labour operating cost
 Reduce claims and deductions cost from

customers
 Out of stocks cost
 Logistics cost

Challenges:

 Change business processes
 Cost
 Tag readability and reliability

VI-RFID IN LIBRARIES
This technology has slowly begun to

replace the traditional bar codes on libraries items
(books, cds, Dvd’s). the RFID tag contain
identifying information, such as books title or
material type, without having to be pointed separate
database. The information is read by an RFID
reader, which replace the standard barcode.

VII- ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION
Implantable RFID tags or transponders can

be used for animal identification. The transponders
are more well known as passive RFID technology
or simply “chips” on animals.

OTHER APPLICATIONS:

 Toll gate management using RFID
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 Management of Baggage at airports, railway
stations etc..by using RFID

 Tracking of goods

FUTURE SCOPE

 The world will be very different once readers
and RFID tags are everywhere. In an RFID
enhanced futures, the benefits would accurate
not just to businesses, but also to consumers.

 Once various limitations like lack of a global
standard, security concerns, the cost factors etc
are overcome and this technology is fully
implemented, it can transform the way we live
or lives.

RFID quoted by following researchers as
1. “An increasing number of brands are chasing

the tipping point, at which time it becomes

worthwhile for them to tag all merchandise at
the source” - FRANCISCO MELO

2. “Manufacturing industries, such as automotive,
are definitely moving toward the industrial
internet which boosts the use of RFID as an
enabling technology” - CHRISTIAN UHL

3. “In the retail sector, “another focus moving into
2017 and beyond will be scalability of
solution”- DEAN FREW

CONCLUSION

 RFID technology accomplish greater visibility
and efficiency

 Collaborative environment
 Challenges constrain
 RFID is more than a technology, potential

return on investment
 RFID enhancement in the future assists demand

and supply


